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vzaar, the Online Video Platform for Business, Launches Multi User Account
Feature

vzaar announces the first phase of its new Multi User Account feature, offering enhanced
flexibility and control for business users.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 23 January 2013 -- Video hosting platform vzaar has moved towards a multi user
account model. Each vzaar account will now support multiple user profiles enabling account owners to add
different users to their account and assign distinct user roles to restrict access. This feature is designed to give
businesses and agencies the flexibility to delegate tasks within their organization, whilst retaining control of
important account information.

With online video is expected to account for 90% of all consumer traffic in 2013 (Cisco Visual Networking
Index), video hosting solutions are moving to capitalize on the growing market. vzaar’s move to a multi user
account model brings the feature to a competitive price point for businesses looking for the greatest possible
return from their online video strategy.

“Our Multi User Account feature is designed for businesses with multiple team members, or agencies with
multiple clients. We are now able to provide a more flexible solution that makes managing and publishing
video content much easier and more cost effective” reports vzaar CTO Adrian Sevitz.

About vzaar

vzaar provides video hosting for businesses that need their videos to do more than just play. Created and
designed for savvy businesses who recognize the impact that video has online, vzaar gives you complete
control to ensure your videos look their best, complement your brand, engage your audience and drive
conversion. The easy to use interface comes preloaded with all the customization, security, management and
analytical tools you need to build an effective online video strategy.

Founded in 2007, vzaar has offices in London, UK and Boston, MA. With over 1800 users across six
continents, vzaar is a proven business solution and counts film director Oliver Stone among its investors.

For more information and to register for a 30-day free trial of the vzaar video hosting platform, visit
http://vzaar.com. For inquiries call 1-877-831-7110 (US) or 020 7820 6280 (UK).
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Contact Information
Hayley Dixon
vzaar
442078206280

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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